
WHEEL #15: FEAR OF DEATH

    FEAR OF DEATH

   Fear of big feelings

         
           Fear of impermanence

* Acute awareness of the 
passage of time, change, and all 
transitions. 

* No training on how to handle 
death in everyday life.

* Lack of connection to the 
everflow of life

* Tool: Tonglen

  Fear of aging

 Lack of aliveness

* Michael Singer on 
fear of death = fear of 
embracing life fully 

* Ultimately, the fear of 
the end of the physical 
body.

* With each passing day 
and year, I move closer 
to death.

* With each transition, I 
move up the totem pole, 
which pushes the older 
generation up the totem 
pole and closer to 
death. 

* “I can’t handle the pain.” 
* The fear of loss is only 

manageable when you 
know and trust that you 
can handle pain. 

* If you don’t have a solid 
and loving adult at the 
helm of Self, you won’t 
know that you handle big 
feelings. 

      Fear of the unknown 

Emptiness, Loneliness

* The unknown is inherently 
scary for most people, 
especially for those who are 
highly sensitive. 

* Most people I work with have 
had a fear of death since 
childhood. 

* When you’re walking into a 
dark forest, it’s normal to be 
scared. Death is the ultimate 
unknown: nobody knows 
what happens when we die. 

* The feeling of disconnection 
or loneliness often morphs 
into the fear of death. This is 
because, as a child, 
emptiness or loneliness felt 
like death, and we continue to 
link the feeling with the fear 
into adulthood.

* Tool: When you fill the well of 
Self, you fill in the gaps and 
edge out the loss

* We don’t talk about 
death, often bypassing 
the word itself.

* We don’t teach people 
how to pass through 
transitions, which will 
prepare them for actual 
death.

* No conversation about 
psychological deaths and 
literal death.

   CULTURAL DENIAL

http://conscious-transitions.com/the-passage-of-time/
http://conscious-transitions.com/everest-turns-7/
http://conscious-transitions.com/the-passage-of-time/
http://conscious-transitions.com/everest-turns-7/

